
Name: ___________________________________ 

Date: ________________________ Block: _____ 

 

 

Directions:  As you read page A, China’s Golden Age, decide if these statements are true or false.  Write the 

word true or false in the blank.  If they are false, correct the underlined portion (you do not need to rewrite 

the whole sentence.) 

 

1.   ___________________  The Han and Sui Dynasties are considered China’s Golden Age. 

 

2.  ___________________  The Tang Dynasty controlled water route trade into the Red Sea. 

 

3.  ___________________  The Song Dynasty controlled land trade along the Silk Road. 

 

4.  ___________________  Empress Wu ruled during the Tang Dynasty. 

 

5.  ___________________  Fifty six years passed between the end of the Tang Dynasty and the start of the 

Song. 

 

Using the timeline, answer the questions below with complete sentences. 

6.   Why would paper money have been an advantage over coins?  __________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

7.  Why did the Song Dynasty decide to relocate its capital city? ___________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

8.  Which dynasty lasted longer, the Tang or the Song?  Show your math.   

 

 

 

9.  Describe one piece of evidence that supports the idea that literature flourished (did well) during China’s 

Golden Age.  ____________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

10.  Why do you think there was a gap between when the Tang Dynasty ended and the Song Dynasty began?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Page B:  Complete these sentences with information found on page B. 

11.  Paper could be made from rags, silk, mulberry bark, and _____________________________________. 

12.  Before the Tang Dynasty paintings were mostly ___________________ drawings; during the Tang 

Dynasty there were more paintings of _______________________ scenes.  

Tang and Song Dynasties 



13.  Tools carved ____________________images onto blocks of wood, then ________________________, 

then pressed on paper. 

14.  Navigation was improved with the use of the _______________________ and better _______________.  

The Grand Canal connected the __________________ River in the north to the _________________ River 

in the south, opening into the ___________________________ Sea. 

15.  _____________________________, or the growth of cities, happened as a result of increased foreign 

trade.  __________________________ were constructed for temples and other uses. 

16.  It is ironic that during the Tang Dynasty ______________________ had more freedom but also that 

_______________________ began during this dynasty.  Young children had their feet _________________ 

in lengths of cloth to create a ___________________ arch and ________________ feet.  Bound feet were a 

sign of ________________________; peasant women did not have it done because it would have been too 

difficult to _______________________. 

 

Page C:  Circle happy or unhappy & then use 1-2 specific facts from poem to complete sentence. 

17.  Aristocrats were more happy/unhappy in the Song Dynasty because _____________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

18.  Farmers were more happy/unhappy during the Song Dynasty because ___________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________

19.  Merchants were more happy/unhappy during the Song Dynasty because __________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Page D: Complete with words from reading. 

20.  Since the Tang and Song Dynasties valued _________________________________ teachings, the 

social class structure was based on _________________________ and admiration, not wealth. 

21.  Merchants were among the __________________________ but the least ________________________ 

because their wealth was gained from the work of others. 

22.  Farmers were more respected because they ____________________ hard and supplied food.   

23.  Confucius taught that education could make anyone ______________________, so the highest class was 

____________________________, including those who had passed the civil service exam.  People who 

owned land had high status because they could afford an _____________________________. 


